This paper refers to an another attempt to search for spherical double shell closure nuclei beyond Z=82, N=126. All calculations and results are based on a newly developed approach entitled as simple effective interaction. Our results predict the combination of magic nucleus occurs at N=182 (Z=114,120,126). All possible evidences for the occurrence of magic nuclei are discussed systematically. And, the obtained results for all observables compared with the relativistic mean field theory for NL3 parameter.
Introduction
Starting from the discovery of nucleus, the formation of new element is an interesting topic in Nuclear Physics. So far the synthesis of heaviest element in laboratory is Z=118 in the hot fusion reaction process at JINR Dubna 1,2 . The possibility of the existence (synthesis) of these superheavy elements is mainly due to the attractive shell corrections against the destructive Coulomb repulsion. Although atomic number Z=114 was predicted to be the next magic number after Z=82 and neutron number N=184, recently attention has shifted to the nucleus Z=120 with N=182/184 3,4,5,6 . The experimental discovery of the superheavy elements also support this prediction to some extent. Thus, the synthesis of Z=120 is in full swing at the worlds' most laboratories like, Dubna (Russia), RIKEN (Japan), GSI (Germany).
Using cold fusion reaction, elements from Z = 107 − 112 are synthesized at GSI 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 . At the production time of Z = 112 nucleus at GSI, the fusion cross section was extremely small (1 pb) 11 , which led to the conclusion that reaching still heavier elements will be very difficult by this process. The element Z=113 was also synthesized in cold-fusion reaction at RIKEN with a very low cross section ∼ 0.03 pb 14 confirming the limitation of cold-fusion synthesis. To overcome this problem in hot fusion evaporation reaction with deformed actinide targets and neutron-rich doubly magic spherical projectile like 48 Ca are used in the production of superheavy nuclei Z = 112 − 118 at Dubna 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 . It is thus a matter of challenge for every theoretical prediction in nuclear physics to find suitable combination of proton and neutron, which gives double closure shell nuclei beyond
208 Pb and will be the next element of epicenter for experimental synthesis. In the present work, our aim is to look for a suitable combination of proton and neutron in such a way that the resultant combination will be the next magic nucleus after 208 Pb. This work is not a new, but a revisit of our earlier prediction with in a new simple effective interaction (SEI). The SEI interaction is recently developed by us 21 and given a parameter set which is consistent with both nuclear matter and finite nuclei. Here, we have used this SEI interaction. A systematic investigation of the nuclear structure is done and reconfirmed the double closed nucleus as Z=120 with N=182/184.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the theoretical formalism of the SEI is presented. The procedures for numerical calculations to estimate the binding energy and root mean square radii are outlined. The results and discussions are given in Sec. III. The characteristics of magic structure of nucleus using two neutron separation energy, pairing gap of proton and neutron are analyzed for superheavy region. In this section stability of such nuclei are also studied in terms of the chemical potentials. Finally a summary and a concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.
The Theoretical Framework

Simple Effective Interaction
The present formalism is based on a simple way to make a consistent parametrization for both finite nucleus and infinite nuclear matter with a momentum dependence finite range term of conventional form, such as Yukawa, Gaussian or exponential to the standard Skyrme interaction 22,23,21 . We have used the technique of Refs. 22,23,21 considering a Gaussian term as the momentum dependence finite range interaction simulation the effect of Gogny type interaction 24,25 . Then it is applied to nuclear equation of state as well as to finite nuclei through out the periodic table 21 . The Hartree-Fock (HF) formalism is adopted to calculate the wave-function of the nuclear system which then used to evaluate the nuclear observables, such as binding energy, root mean square radii etc. The detail formalism and numerical procedure can be found in 21 . The form of the simple effective interaction (SEI) is given by 21 :
Where, f (r) is the functional form of the finite range interaction containing a single range parameter α. The finite range Gaussian form is given as f (r) = e −r 2 /α 2 .
The other terms having their usual meaning 21 . To prevent the supra luminous 
behaviour of the nuclear matter, the usual value of b 26,27,28,29 is taken. There are 11-parameters in the interaction, namely t 0 , x 0 , t 3 , x 3 , b, W , B, H, M , γ and α. The expression for energy density, single particle energy and other relevant quantities are obtained from Eqn. (1) for Gaussian f (r) defined in Ref. 21 . The numerical values of the parameter set, SEI and RMF(NL3) are given in Table I .
Relativistic mean field (RMF) formalism
The starting point of the RMF theory is the basic Lagrangian containing nucleons interacting with σ−, ω− and ρ−meson fields. The photon field A µ is included to take care of the Coulomb interaction of protons. The relativistic mean field Lagrangian density is expressed as 30,31 ,
Here M, m σ , m ω and m ρ are the masses for nucleon, σ-, ω-and ρ-mesons and ψ is the Dirac spinor. The field for the σ-meson is denoted by σ, ω-meson by V µ and ρ-meson by R µ . g s , g ω , g ρ and e 2 /4π=1/137 are the coupling constants for the σ, ω, ρ-mesons and photon respectively. g 2 and g 3 are the self-interaction coupling constants for σ mesons. By using the classical variational principle we obtain the field equations for the nucleons and mesons. A static solution is obtained from the equations of motion to describe the ground state properties of nuclei. The set of nonlinear coupled equations are solved self-consistently in one dimensional coordinate 32 . The total energy of the system is given by
where E part is the sum of the single particle energies of the nucleons and E σ , E ω , E ρ , E c , E pair , E cm are the contributions of the meson fields, the Coulomb field, pairing energy and the center-of-mass motion correction energy, respectively. We have used the well known NL3 parameter set 33 in our calculations for RMF formalism.
Pairing Correlation
To take care of the pairing correlation for open shell nuclei the constant gap, BCSapproach is used in our calculations. The pairing energy expression is written as
with G is pairing force constant. The quantities v 
The occupation number is defined as
The chemical potentials λ n and λ p are determined by the particle number for protons and neutrons. The pairing energy is computed as E pair = −△ i>0 u i v i . For a particular value of △ and G, the pairing energy E pair diverges if it is extended to an infinite configuration space. In fact, in all realistic calculations with finite range forces, △ decreases with state for large momenta near the Fermi surface. In the present case, we assume equal pairing gap for all states | α >=| nljm > near the Fermi surface. We use a pairing window, where the equations are extended up to the level ǫ i − λ ≤ 2(41A 1/3 ) 37 . The factor 2 has been determined so as to reproduce the pairing correlation energy for neutrons in 118 Sn using Gogny force 38,34,35 . 
Results and Discussions
The quasi local Density Functional Theory (DFT) is used in this work, which is similar to the one used by Hoffman and Lenske in Ref. 39 . The total energy is nothing but the sum of the energy density contribution from different components of the interaction along with spin-orbit and Coulomb term. The energy density H 0 for SEI set can be expressed as
¿From this effective HamiltonianH we obtain the quasi local energy functional as:
The equations solved self-consistently to get the solution for nucleonic system. Here we have taken only spherical solution for both RMF and SEI.
Ground state binding energy
The main objective of the present study is to find the double shell closure in the superheavy valley. In this context, we have concentrated on few observables such as separation energy S 2n , chemical potential µ n , single-particle levels E n,p and pairing energy E pair . Before going to this unknown region (superheavy valley), it is important to test our model for known magic nuclei, which are experimentally and theoretically well established. We calculate the binding energy of few known superheavy nuclei using SEI. The obtained results are compared with RMF, finiteRange-Droplet-Model (FRDM) 40 and experimental data 41 in 
Density distribution of neutrons and protons
After convinced with the binding energy of the superheavy nuclei, we present the density distribution of protons and neutrons in Figure 1 similar with each other. However, a proper inspection reveals that the SEI densities slightly over estimate the RMF(NL3) densities. This overestimation is mostly at the middle region of the nucleus. The humps at the central region for both the densities show shell effect for all nuclei shown in the figure.
Two neutron separation energy and location of closed shell
From the binding energy, we have calculated the two neutron separation energy using the relation S 2n (N, Z) = BE(N, Z) − BE(N − 2, Z). The S 2n for all the four isotopic chains are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of neutron number. In case of Pb isotopes, the sudden decrease of S 2n at neutron number N=126, is the well known neutron magic number for the largest known Z=82 magic nucleus. The analysis is extended to the recently predicted proton magic numbers like Z=114, 120 and 126, which are currently under scrutiny for their confirmation.
It is important to mention that, the next proton magic number beyond Z=82 would be Z=126 considering the traditional proton and neutron and neutron magic numbers for known closed shell nuclei 42,43 . However, several microscopic calcula- correction by V. M. Strutinsky 50 to the liquid-drop calculation of binding energy (BE) opens a more satisfactory exploration towards the search of double closed nucleus beyond 208 Pb. Using this approach, Z=114 is supported to be the proton magic after 82 51,52,53,54 , which was regarded as the magic number in the superheavy valley 55 with N=184 as the corresponding neutron magic number. However, the recent relativistic mean field calculations using various force parameters 5 , predict Z=120 as the next magic number with N=172/182 as the neutron closed shell. Contrary to all these predictions, some non relativistic calculations report Z=126 as the next magic proton in the superheavy valley. The microscopic calculations using Skyrme Hartree-Fock formalism predict N=182 as the next neutron closed shell after N=126, which differs by 2 unit from other predictions 5 .
Analyzing the S 2n energy for the isotopic chain of Z=82, 114, 120, 126, the sharp fall of S 2n at N=126 is a clear evidence of magic combination of Z=82 and N=126. Our newly developed SEI model and previously existing NL3 follow the same trend as experiment. But whenever we analyzed the plots of Z=114, 120, 126 find a slight difference in two models (SEI and RMF). In RMF(NL3), when we go from one magic neutron number to the next one, the S 2n energy suddenly decreases to a lower value, which reflect in Fig. 2 . In SEI, the S 2n energy follows same pattern but the magnitude of decreseness some how less.
Pairing gaps and pairing energy
Another important quantity, which helps us to locate the closed shell is the pairing gaps of proton and neutron in a constant force BCS calculation. Here, we calculate the pairing gap for the isotopic chain of Z=82, 114, 120 and 126 and locate the minimum values of △ n and △ p . The results are depicted in Figures 3 and 4 and also compared with the RMF(NL3) force. It is well known that NL3 force satisfies this criteria for the location of magicity 6,5 . Although, SEI overestimates the paring gaps of △ n , △ p , the trend for both NL3 and SEI are found to be similar. Consistence with NL3 results as well as with earlier calculations with a variety of force parameters, our present SEI reproduces minima at N=182/184 and Z=120 and to some extent at Z=114.
To see the trend of pairing energy E pair at the discussed neutron number N=184, we plot E pair as a function of neutron number N in Figure 5 . Surprisingly, we get almost zero pairing energy at N=126 for Z=82 isotopic case. The formalism is extended to Z=114, 120 and 126 cases. We find minimum or zero E pair at N=182/184 confirming the earlier predictions of this neutron magic number at N =182/184 5 .Qualitatively, the SEI interaction follows the trend of RMF(NL3) as shown in Fig 5 , but fails when we have a quantitative estimation. For example, the △ n or E pair at N=182/184 is minimum but has a finite value unlike to the NL3 prediction. As a matter of fact, the validity of pairing scheme to this region of nuclei may not be 100 % applicable. The importance of pairing is needed to keep the value of △ n and △ p zero at the appropriate magic number.
Chemical energy and stability
It is to be noted that one can find similar information about the stability of a nucleus either from the chemical potential or the nucleon separation energy. However, the neutron or proton separation energies are obtained from the binding energy, whereas the chemical potential (both for proton and neutron) calculated self- consistently while solving the field equations. To see the consistency between these two observables (S 2q or µ q ; q=n, p), we have analyzed these quantities separately in the present paper. For a bound nucleus, both the chemical potentials of protons µ p and neutrons µ n must be negative. To realize the relative stability from chemical point of view, we have plotted µ p and µ n with neutron number in Fig. 6 . The results are also compared with the µ−value of NL3 set. In both the cases, we find similar chemical potential. In some previous papers it was suggested that we can take N=172 as magic number for neutron. But our SEI model show that the combination Z=120 and N=172 is strictly not allowed. Because in this case µ p = 0.69 MeV, which gives proton instability. However NL3 result shows this combination is a loosely bound system having µ p = −1.240 MeV and µ n = −7.007 MeV. Although the BE/A curve show a local maximum at Z=114 and N=172 in SEI model, we can not take this as a stable system because of △ n and △ p value, which does not shows any signature of stability. can justify it by analysis of BE/A data of 302 120. For example BE/A = 7.007 MeV which create a local maxima in its neighbor hood for 302 120. In the same time, the optimum negative value of chemical potential energies of µ n and µ p gives a sign of maximum stability. A similar analysis of numerical data for µ p of isotopes of Z=126 shows that there is no reason of taking Z=126 and N=182/184 as a stable combination. This is because of the positive value of µ p (1.36) MeV.
Single particle energy
The single particle energies for 304 120 with NL3 and SEI for proton and neutron are shown in Fig 7. The single particle solutions are obtained without including the pairing correlation into account to intact the degeneracy of the levels. The calculation of single particle energies of SEI with pairing shows that the degeneracy of the energy levels are not invariant. The basic cause of this discrepancy is the over estimation of our pairing strength in SEI model which may be an interesting analysis for pairing in future. The filling up single particle energy levels for neutrons in SEI with pairing is different from that of without pairing. The energy levels without pairing are given by [178] . We have also analyzed the single particle levels for 302 120, which is not given in the figure. From the anatomy of ǫ n and ǫ p , we find large gaps at neutron number N=184 and proton number Z=120. The value of neutron gap at N=184 is 1.949 M eV and that of proton is 1.275 M eV for the last occupied and first unoccupied nucleon. On the other hand the neutron and proton gap for 302 120 are respectively ∼ 0.6 and ∼ 1.663M eV . The above data say the energy gaps for the neutron and proton in 304 120 are greater than the gap in 302 120. This give us an indication to take the combination N=184 and Z=120 as the next magic nucleus. From the analysis of single particle energy level of 304 120 with NL3 parameter set one can see the neutron and proton gaps are 1.4503 MeV and 2.1781 MeV respectively for the last occupied and first unoccupied nucleon.The RMF(NL3) and SEI data are comparable with each other.
Summary and Conclusions
In summery, we have calculated binding energy S 2n energy, single particle levels, pairing gaps and chemical potential, in the isotopic chain of Z=82, 114, 120 and 126. All our calculations are done in the frame work of SEI interaction. We have compared our results with standard RMF(NL3) interaction. Over all discussion and analysis of all possible evidences of shell closure property show that, one can take Z=120 and N=182 as the next magic combination beyond Z = 82 and N = 126, which is different from Skyrme, Gogny, RMF(NL3) by two unit. However on the basis of single particle energy levels, the preferred gap is at N=184 which is consistent with these (Skyrme, Gogny and RMF) force parameters. This happens due to the overestimation of pairing strength. As we only use SEI interaction to predict the magic nuclei, so it is out of scope of our status to change its original pairing strength. We can just make a comments to this observation and left for further study.
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